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About This Game

"Long ago a computer scientist called Dr Sepulveda created a beautiful digital world existing entirely within a computer network
of his own invention. This world was called Darwinia and it was inhabited by a peaceful, law-abiding digital life-form called the

Darwinians.
As the years wore on however the Darwinians became ever more aggressive and autonomous. They divided into factions,

squabbling over Darwinia's limited natural resources. Tribes began to roam the fractal voids hell bent on each others destruction,
drunk on power and unswerving in the pursuit of world supremacy.

Far and wide, they became known as the Multiwinians..."
Welcome to Multiwinia: Survival of the Flattest � the ultimate retro-arcade multiplayer experience! Choose from a selection of

six spectacular action-packed game modes, set in one of the most beautiful game environs you will ever set eyes on.
Challenge your opponent to a game of stick-man slaughter, and watch digital-war unfold, as your Multiwinian army struggles to

complete a chosen task faster and better than your rival's. It's fast, it's furious, and only the flattest will survive!
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I went in to this game expecting a carbon copy of the Impossible Game, but a bit more tacky looking. It did seem this way at
first, being perfectly linear and having many of the same spots as the IG. However, later in the game it came into its own with
new unique paths and vastly varied challenges (likely inspired more by Geometry), and colourful visuals. I do have some
individual criticisms, both good and bad:

- As someone who prefers to use the keyboard, it would be nice if space could instantly respawn the block on death
- Holding space\/mouse should allow continuous jumping in my opinion, just to help the flow of the game. It feels clunky and
janky otherwise.
+ The game is just as frustrating and addicting as I would hope, with you having to learn each section after repeated plays to
overcome it.
- Relative to the above point, this means that the music resets every time you die, so you pretty much only hear the same part
over and over again. It would be nice to hear more...maybe with a no-checkpoint mode?
+\/- The music is nice and metronomical, but not all too immersive or motivating.
- The trail on the block seems tacky, in that it is always full whenever you land. It might appear better if the trails started smaller
and got larger the longer you spend on a single straight without jumping.
- on the subject of the trail, it is already present in mid-air on respawns, and if you collide with and object in mid-air and fall,
which doesn't look too immersive.
- The block doesn't change its angle on inclines\/declines, so it appears to be a horizontal block sliding diagonally.
+\/- The different foreground colours and changing obstacle and platform styles are nice, but it would be cool if the background
changed with them.
+ Rolling obstacles and spikes jumping and falling is a really nice touch, and sets a nice challenge and feeling of pace

Here are some specific gameplay issues that I just wanted to air:

- There is a checkpoint around the mid 50,000 score point which drops you annoyingly close to an edge, so (at least when using
the keyboard) it is pretty hard to instantly not fall to your death.
- At around the 70,000 score point, there is a decline with 2 rolling balls. Most of the time both balls will fall into the pit at the
edge, but sometimes the second one rolls straight across and literally makes the game...impossible :P

Ultimately, the game is refreshing for only being \u00a32 and actually feels like how Sonic the Hedgehog should play in some
circumstances. The biggest issue is that the generic sequences at the start of the game are still very difficult, and people may
lose interest before getting to the more fulfilling and vibrant parts of the game later on.. Good paintjobs. Nice game! After short
round tonight I have to say one thing: I don't regret spending money for this. Story is ok. Gameplay is ok. Music and sound is
great! And that monster is pretty f.... scary :D. I don't want him to touch me. Anyway, nice game.. I'm having a blast. The
movement is fun and the gameplay is fast. Whenever I die I feel like its on me because there are plenty of opportunities for me
to get away as scavenger and whenever I'm hunting its up to me to use my tools wisely. Sometimes I get kills and sometimes I
don't. That's the nature of the game to outplay the other side after all. I can't wait for more cosmetics and characters to be added
to the game. Though so far Fog is everything I'd ever wanted for a character so I'm not really pressed for too much. Good job
devs on relaunching the game.. It's like geometry dash but simple. Traverser combines a unique art style with almost Zeldaesque
puzzles and boss battles. You interact with the environment using a "gravity glove", which is similar to the gravity gun from Half-
life. This mechanic works very well and it is surprisingly fun to fling random objects at your enemies.

Overall great game, 10\/10 would buy again

. Not as long or as good (puzzle wise, I feel the story is as strong as ever) as the first chapter but is still very good.
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It has cute girls and a catgirl. Definite yes.. Game's broke. Don't buy it. Simple.. It was fun for like a month but now its a
♥♥♥♥in ghost town. This is a nice, picturesque section of track along the river Rhine, south from Cologne down to Koblenz
(although south of Koblenz to Mainz is even more scenic, through the Rhine gorge section, so it's a bit of a shame stretch that
wasn't included here too).

The trains included and used in the scenarios take some getting used to, especially if you're used to the easier-to-use modern UK
trains. And German signalling also seems rather complicated, with no obvious benefits to that complexity. Speed limits will
suddenly drop by up to 100km\/h with very little warning, just an advance signal (featuring a number which is very small and
easy to miss). But I assume that this reflects reality.

A lot of freight scenarios, mostly a little samey.

Overall, I'm not sure I'd recommend this route, and definitely not at full price. Maybe worth it for the nice scenery if it's on sale.
But that's just my opinion.... This game is wicked! when you drift backwards around a wall and line up an enemy tank with
you're ion cannon! Bam! Good times:) I've been playing it for years and keep coming back. If your a graphic's snob (like my
lame friends) then u prolly wont touch it. But if you play games for fun! Metal Drift promises unique, hard hitting, high speed,
drift tank action!. Looks good.. I see how Totem Games improves series from game to game looking for better balance of
gameplay, removing boring parts, new mechanics. In Gulf of Mexico 1864 I finally can try any manual battle and if I
don\u2019t want to finish it - it\u2019ll be finished in auto mode. New batteries works much better, I can finally be sure that a
small port is safe from raids if I have 1-2 batteries in it. I like that! Keep working, guys!

Also have to say that this game has a very similar map to Ironclads ACW 2 but It plays different, more ships and all available at
start.

. I have a few comments so far after playing briefly. First, when I left a level to return to the main screen and then went back in
(level 3, if it matters) the music and sounds effects went silent. Second, change the controls to the more intuitive WASD. I'm
already holding shift and hitting the space bar when I fail it's more natural to look around with A and D.

I've only played a little, looking forward to more!
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